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Abstract: Mountain worship is one of the nature worship of ancient Tibetan. Anthropology in the west after the 1990s, along with
Post-colonial the theoretical construction of The Times, through the appearance of many new theories have affected the study of Tibetan
mountain pilgrimage and related ceremonies and the space. The study involved the scale of the research in the Dmu rdo mountain in Danba
county. On one hand, the analysis of these results can enrich scholars both at home and abroad. On the other hand, there is a systematic
understanding of the overseas field of the Tibetan mountain research from the analysis of the case.
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attention to the case analysis of a small, deep mining as the main
Introduction
Mountain worship is one of the nature worship of ancient

research paradigm.
The

mountain

of

Dmu

rdo,

the

full

name

is

the

Tibetan, According to Tibetan mountain god myth and its

Shar-rgyal-mo-tsa-ba-rong. It is the highest mountains in the

characteristics (Xie,1988), the author thinks that it is the most

rgyal-rong region. From the data collected, so far, The word "Mo

primitive belief of Tibetan characteristics form of worship, is forms

erduo" is a Chinese translation of the Tibetan word “Dmu rdo”.There

the foundation of the entire Tibetan primitive belief system.

are “Mu do”, ”Mu erduo”, ”Mo erdo”, ”Mu duo”, “Mei du”, Mai

Compared with other forms of belief, mountain worship is the most

duo” and so on. The current version of "Mo er duo", which is now

characteristic. Whether the reason of mountain worship or the

translated, may be first seen in the Qing dynasty, li Xinheng. There

anthropomorphic representation of the mountain, Tibetan mountain

are also various explanations for "Mo er duo", such as "a bald head",

worship phenomenon and the reason is more complex. First, the

" earth and god ", "stone", "mountain", "general", "hercules" and so

mountain as a geographical indication in the real world, giving

on. According to A Wangcuocheng, “shar” means the eastern part of

people with emotional cognition to sublime, awe, majesty, etc. In the

the city of Tibetan. “Rgyal-mo” means the goddess, that is to say, the

cultural identity of the imaginary space, it overlaps with the beliefs,

great goddess of the holy land. “Tsa-ba” means higher temperatures

values, religious rituals, cultural identity, etc. Combined with

in the Tibetan area; “Rong” means the agricultural river valley. So

mountain worship is not unique to Tibetan beliefs, in other sides,

the meaning of “Shar-rgyal-mo-tsa-ba-rong” is the tropical farming

with Sino mountain system of Taoism and Buddhism, Judaism,

valley area of the east Tibetan. [1] The main peak is located in Yue

mountain Sinai in the Middle East, Japan's Mount Fuji, etc. That is

zang, Danba county, the Tibetan autonomous prefecture of Ganzi,

to say, mountain worship phenomenon in the history of the human

with an elevation of about 5108 meters. The mountain trend is

experience is universal and convergence. Looking on rgyal-rong in

heading north and south. It extends to Xiaojin county, Jinchuan

southwestern China, one mountain not only covers the common

county, Lixian county, Ma er-kang county and other township

features, but also presents a unique regional pilgrimage. Studying

counties, ranking first in rgyal-rong Mountain system. According to

Tibetan mountain, western scholars generally have a cross-regional

Wu Dexi’s Zhanggu tun County Annals[2], in 1776 years, After

and frontier of the overall vision. Especially their Tibetan mountain

emperor Qianlong's civil war in Jinchuan county, the mountain was

research into a certain culture, since the focus on the analysis of

incorporated into the royal sacrificial system.

inside extroversion. About the choice of topic, they pay more
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Therefore, the Tibetan "pilgrimage" (gnas-skor) is different from the
1. Pilgrimage: different understandings in the context of
culture

from the western christians traveling from one place to the "holy

Pilgrimage to the word has been widely used in Chinese
anthropology folklore religion. The use of this concept is a
"self-evident" empirical fact, but with the deepening of the field
investigation and literature study, it is not hard to find, pilgrimage
word after entering the Chinese anthropology research horizon, its
in-depth understanding of cross-cultural context in need and also
discuss the key stage.
Pilgrimage

secular religious worship of the Han nationality, and also differs

as

land".
2. A western interpretation of the pilgrimage of three places
and the mountains of Mexico
2.1 macro analysis
The study of foreign expressions with the view of "pilgrimage"
has been constantly updated with the expansion of western

from vocabulary

anthropologists in the 21st century. As a regional research, the first

pilgrimage to the west of the Chinese translation. It is the vocabulary

a

academic

language,

monograph of modernity is a religious anthropologist Toni Huber’s

of a religious culture in the western culture. It refers to the christians

the worship of the impurity, mountain: in the mainstream of the

for life's ultimate questions. Asking way mainly is the deliberate

southern Tibet pilgrimage and visualize the perspective of landscape.

collective or personal space displacement, in particular, is a

This paper discusses the practice and cognition of the local people

collective on foot to the holy church or place a super region,

on the pilgrimage, and the intersection of the pilgrimage and local

accomplish such a journey on foot, is considered to be a time of

economic culture. These can be seen as a result of Victor Turner's

asking the individual life and the experience of self-examination.

view of the "pilgrimage as a social process". (Turner, 1975 )[5]

This is the western Christian culture under the pilgrimage the

Besides, there are many books and papers about the sacred

understanding of the word. How the word "pilgrimage" in

mountains, holy lakes and other holy places as well as related

anthropology and widely used in China, in his book, professor Wang

activities. Such as Pilgrimage in Tibet (Alex, 1998)[6], Divine Dyads

[3]

has been combed in detail. In this book, professor Wang Mingming

Ancient Civilization in Tibet (John, 1997)[7], Scared Spaces and

makes the word "pilgrimage" in the context of the "western --

Powerful Places in Tibetan Culture (Toni, 1999) [8]and so on. Samten

Chinese" cultural context. This interpretation is of great significance

G • Karmay used Tibetan literature and field survey methods to

to understand the research topic, and the semantic translation of

analyze The anthropological methods of The phenomenon of The

cross-cultural context also has important enlightening thinking. But,

worship of rgyal-rong mountain in The study of The Arrow and The

giving up exploring about " western --Chinese", and ignoring other

Spindle: studies in history, myths, rituals and beliefs in Tibet.

Chinese minorities about the "mountain", "visit", "regional" worship

(Samten, 2003)[9] Professor Rene·Gothoni discusses the relationship

ceremony activities with local ignored, is a kind of regret, also

between mountain and tourism in the age of mass consumption in

indicating that there are lots of meaning.

the Tourism, Pilgrimage and Travelers in Search of the Holy. (Rene,

As we know, Tibetan Buddhism and bon religion in the form of

2010)[10] Lhun drub Dor ji's Tibtan Buddhist Nuns: Damchopemas' s

religious belief has a the most obvious sign, that is the way of

Prostrating pilgrimage to the Lhasa, which tells the story of a Tibetan

rotation. Tibetan Buddhism to clockwise (chos bskor) rotation, while

female monk kowtow to Lhasa, based on gender, is a research article

bon to counter-clockwise (bon bskor) to rotate, the symbol of the

on "the expression" of "female pilgrimage". (Lhun drub Dor ji,

performance in their figure character and the direction of a revolving

2010)[11] Besides, cross-regional Tibetan mountain expression

around mountains. It is clear that the concept of "pilgrimage" in

research writings Toni Huber monographs in The holy land reborn:

Tibetan is different from that in European culture. In the Tibetan

Pilgrimage & The sect reinvention of Buddhist India describes The

language, they often use the term “gnas skor” or “gans – mjal” as

activities of The elite Tibetan Buddhism in India, reveals The

pilgrimage. These two compounds are interchangeable, and their

Pilgrimage activity profoundly affected their perception of Tibet to

verb forms, "bskor-ba" and "mjal-ba," are often used in colloquial

India, belong to The overseas tibetans as "self" of long distance of

[4]

and written language to refer to the ritual of pilgrimage.(Su,2013)

Accordingly, Tibetan "pilgrimage" revolves around a circle in the

local Tibetan culture "imagination". (Toni, 2008)[12]
2.2 Micro case

center of the travel, whether it is a Buddhist clockwise or

First, the historical literature on the origin of the Dmu rdo

counter-clockwise of Bon, is all about a" holy land "at the center of

mountain. A detailed tracking of the pilgrimage to the Dmu rdo

rotation. The center is an important symbol of Tibetan culture in both

mountain was carried out by Samten G • Karmay, This paper briefly

physical and mental space, such as the incarnation of the gods, the

Outlines the administrative structure, language exchange, education,

habitation of god, the towering mountains, the clear lakes and so on.

and economic life of the rgyal-rong area. Especially important is the
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provision of a valuable religious text material from the origins of the

with the lack of a systematic on Tibetan mountain culture,

sacred mountain in Dmu rdo. Through to the literature record gter

association, and the understanding of the integration. Second, an

ston SangJiLing and how in morre mountainous travel and get

intense recently produced in western anthropological concepts and

awarded in a dream, found in the cave fu hidden text, and write

terms to discuss the problem of Tibetan shrine "pilgrimage", will

requests the local Rab-brtan king protection around the worship

cover reveals the legitimacy of the indigenous knowledge of Tibetan

pilgrimage Dmu rdo mountainous people such as the interpretation

culture. Generally speaking, reading and especially have been

of the story. Samten G • Karmay thought process need a lot of the

carried out between Tibetology western anthropology to explore the

corresponding conditions of mountain, indicate the chance of trillion,

results of Tibetan culture, not only can expand the domestic scholar's

a unique spiritual temperament, can make local tribal leaders to

research horizon, and the effective cross communication, context and

cooperate and aggregation pretty people dug along the architect or

interdisciplinary

the lama.

Tibetology and anthropology research methods.

interaction

is also

indispensable to

China

The second is the unique philosophical theoretical perspective.
Lawrence Epstein and Peng Wenbin have interpreted the "pilgrimage

--------------------------------------------------------------------

space" from epistemic and ontic. Epistemic and ontic has its special
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